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Abstract
In recent years, the use of conversational agents (CA) has been increasing at a rapid pace. Efforts have been made to leverage
CAs for tackling mental health challenges. Our goal is to improve mental well-being by enabling self-help ideas through
chat-based CAs. To enhance the effectiveness and user reception of CAs, we designed different conversational personalities
with low and high variants of extroversion and conscientiousness. We used various language cues and example conversation
scripts as the basis of our design process. This paper presents the design and validation process of such CA personalities.
Our results indicate that the final personality characteristics presented in the scripts are recognizable in the text-based CA
interactions and thus enable future research on human behavior with such agents.
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1. Introduction
Research on the use and benefits of Conversational
Agents (CAs) for health and well-being has been steadily
increasing [1]. Many CAs are also used in communication with customers on commercial platforms and are
increasingly utilized in official government websites and
general healthcare [2]. In this paper, we focus on chatbased CAs, so-called chatbots, in the context of mental
health self-help. CAs have been used in mental health
self-help applications, yielding promising results in promoting self-help and reducing stress [3, 4, 5].
If the CA appears too human, it can significantly lower
the user’s trust in the CA and make it seem uncanny, an
effect first suggested by Mori [6] and later researched
and discussed in several other papers [7, 8, 9]. Lately,
researchers have focused on how different personality
types perform and how using different personalities or
even altering it depending on the user can make the CAs
perform better by increasing the user’s trust and acceptability towards them [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Focusing on
the personality design can also help make them more
easily approachable and likable, thus increasing their
effectiveness [16, 17]. Matching the CA and user personalities can have a positive effect on the user experience
[18] and many users wish for CAs to show some kind of
personification, expect them to show emotion and more
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attention to the user [19] and treat them like a human
being when engaging in a conversation [20].
Beyond the work presented in this paper, we are interested in researching how CAs can be used for mental
health self-help. We aim to study how different CA personalities affect the users’ opinion on the CA and how
the user’s personality affects their perception of the CA
personality. In a mental health context, users can have
strong reactions in social interaction due to, e.g., past
traumas being triggered from specific types of behaviors,
which should be avoided at all costs. Thus, ensuring no
unwanted reactions ensue when interacting with a CA is
critical. This paper presents the process of designing five
different CA personalities using conscientiousness and
extroversion from The Big Five personality traits [21].
We also present the results of our iterative validation process of the created personality types. Using this process,
we created five sufficiently distinct personality types for
our CAs, with personality features identifiable from each
other by crowdworkers. In future work, we will evaluate how each of the designed personalities matches with
end-user personalities and how well-suited each designed
personality is for offering mental health self-help ideas
through a chatbot.

2. Related Work
Using CAs to provide mental health support, self-help,
and digital counseling services has been researched in
various studies [22, 23, 24, 25]. CAs can help mental
health counseling services to be more accessible. CAs
can help users engage in conversation and improve wellbeing in non-clinical use [3]. Self-help CAs provide the
users with instant and interactive feedback as opposed to
traditional websites and can be beneficial, especially for

Figure 1: The conversation flow used for all personality types. Before feedback on the provided self-help method(s), the user
can revisit any previously unselected methods.

individuals who prefer to seek their information online
[22].
Research has shown that users prefer to engage with
CAs close to their personalities for information-seeking
[26] and in assistance and therapy [27]. Having the CA
express multiple personalities and have emotion selection improves the user engagement significantly [12]. In
particular, the effect of high extroversion has been shown
to enhance user satisfaction [10].

3. Conversational Agent Design
We created five CAs with differing personalities that offer
self-help method recommendations for mental health. To
appropriately compare one personality to another, we
wanted to minimize effects that can be considered external. One of the factors identified was the amount of
information provided by the CA. To mitigate this, we
designed a simple interactive conversation structure that
provides the user with mental self-help methods, which
all CA personalities follow. The main conversation structure is shown in Figure 1.
After the initial introduction, the user can select their
current mood from three options - Not so good, I’m okay,
and I feel great. The CA reacts to the chosen option accordingly and gives three mental health topics, including
stress, anxiety, and low mood, that it gives self-help methods for. This step can be repeated as many times as the
user wants, after which the user is asked for an open
text entry about what they thought of the methods given.
The CA responds to this message accordingly. The second part of the conversation follows a similar pattern,
with the CA giving information on literature, audio, and
website sources.

3.1. Designing Conversational Agent
Personalities
An individual’s personality is a combination of multiple
attributes and cues, ranging from behavioral to emotional
and mental characteristics. Personality can manifest as
personality traits, of which the typical dimensions are
the so-called Big Five personality dimensions [21]:
• Extroversion vs. Introversion (sociable, assertive,
playful vs. aloof, reserved, shy)
• Emotional stability vs. Neuroticism (calm, unemotional vs. insecure, anxious)
• Agreeableness vs. Disagreeable (friendly, cooperative vs. antagonistic, faultfinding)
• Conscientiousness vs. Unconscientious (selfdisciplined, organized vs. inefficient, careless)
• Openness to experience (intellectual, insightful
vs. shallow, unimaginative)
The Big Five traits have been leveraged as analysis
tools, for example, for academic success [28] and in mental health contexts [29]. Language use is frequently utilized as a method of identifying Big Five personality traits
[30, 31]. However, some of its terms like neuroticism and
language associated with such behavior can vary strongly
between individuals. We wanted to leverage the Big Five
personality traits in the design of our CAs and considered
the following before beginning the design process.
Firstly, the measurements or factors used to determine
Big Five traits can overlap, e.g., factors perceived as high
on the extroversion-introversion dimension can also exist on the agreeable-disagreeable dimension. Thus, if a
CA personality type A exhibits features of high extroversion, the same features can be perceived as, e.g., high
agreeableness. This persuaded us to consider the CA personalities as single dimensions instead of a combination
of all Big Five or a subset of them - i.e., hypothetical CA
personality ”A” has high extroversion, and its personality

is measured only on the extroversion scale. This division
of the Big Five into dimensions is a standardized method
of personality trait analysis [14].
Secondly, not all the dimensions are necessarily suitable or relevant for a CA designed to offer self-help guidance. E.g., openness to experience as a trait of the CA
plays a minor role in how i) the CA delivers information and ii) how this information is received. Thus, we
wanted to select a subset of the dimensions to analyze and
decided on the extroversion and conscientiousness traits.
Reaction to social assertiveness (or lack of it) is shown to
vary according to an individual [32] thus how assertive
(or shy) the CA personality is can affect how it is perceived. Conscientiousness can also be perceived differently by individuals [33], as high conscientiousness can
have a negative influence on individuals with depression
[34] but is generally considered a positive trait. In earlier
CA-related personality studies, we found 10/11 articles
to study extroversion-related traits, 5/11 to investigate
emotional stability-neuroticism - which we would find
somewhat unfitting for our purposes, especially on the
neurotic end, and 4/11 studied conscientiousness. Both
of the selected dimensions are evaluated on the high-low
scale, so the selected personality types are High and Low
Extroversion (High E and Low E) and High and Low
Conscientiousness (High C and Low C), as well as the
Neutral option.
These CAs follow the same conversational structure
and differ only in their personalities, using different
phrases and words to deliver the same information. In
addition to these, we created a CA with a neutral personality that aims to be neutral in both conscientiousness
and extroversion. We started by making the neutral conversation script, then created the other personalities by
using various language cues, some of which can be seen
in Table 3, and example conversation scripts of different
personalities from related work [14, 35]. To help users
differentiate between the CAs, we gave each CA an avatar
and a color theme.

Figure 2: In the questionnaire, the participants were presented with two conversations and were required to grade the
language cues and overall conscientiousness/extroversion on
a 7-point Likert scale. In this example, 1 = Low conscientiousness 1 and 2 = High conscientiousness.

or by natural language processing methods provided by
Dialogflow ES. The latter allows the CA to react in a few
different ways to the participant’s response to ”What
did you think of the presented methods?” during the
feedback, for example, which is responded to using text
input.

4. Personality Validation

The conversation scripts of the five different CAs were
created by the main author of the paper and then evaluated by two co-authors. We then designed a question1
We deployed the chatbots using BotStar chatbot engine
naire to validate the personality design and used the
2
and Dialogflow ES . BotStar was used to create the main
online crowdsourcing platform Prolific [36] to recruit
conversational structure and host the CA. In contrast,
participants. Depending on the results we gain from the
Dialogflow ES was used for two specific messages that
personality validation, we can change the conversation
determine if the user is satisfied with the recommendascripts accordingly and re-validate. To locate potential
tions given and has the CA respond to their message
issues with precision, we select three conversation parts
accordingly.
from each personality and three individual messages
To keep the design simple and to prevent the user
from the remaining script. This helped us see which
from selecting topics the CA is not able to talk about,
specific section of the script needed to be re-written inthe primary interaction between the user and the CA
stead of re-doing the whole script. For this purpose, the
is through multiple-choice buttons (method selection)
participants do not directly use the CA, and the entirety
1
https://botstar.com/
of the validation is done by presenting the users with

3.2. Deployment

2

https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow

images of conversations as is presented in Figure 2 and
singular messages directly on the survey platform.

4.1. Questionnaire Design
For the validation process, we designed a three-stage
questionnaire. To ensure each personality is perceived as
intended, we validated both Conscientiousness and Extroversion dimensions separately - High C vs. Low C and
High E vs. Low E. To ensure the participants are familiar with the two personality types, we briefly described
the personalities and presented the participants with example messages that portray each personality type. In
sections 1 and 2, we presented the same conversation
side-by-side, as shown in Figure 2. We then used a singlechoice selection to evaluate three language cues used in
part 1 and part 2 (”Which set of the white messages is more
Impulsive?”). White messages refer to the text in the conversation outputted by the CA. The range of language
cues varied from more obscure terms like ”Vague,” ”Impulsive,” ”High verbal output” to more understandable terms
like ”Formal” or ”Using shorter words.” The language
cues we used were derived from the work of Mairesse
et al. [14] and are based on several studies researching
different Big Five traits [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
The full list of language cues are presented in Table 3.
Then, we evaluate the conscientiousness or extroversion
of the script using a single 7-point Likert-style Item (”How
conscientious do you think set 1 was?”). This method was
used for three conversation sets for both Conscientiousness (Questionnaire section 1) and Extroversion (section
2). In section 3, individual messages were presented, and
the participant was instructed to select a matching personality type (Neutral, High C, Low C, High E, or Low
E).

4.2. Participant Recruitment
Participants were recruited on the Prolific crowdsourcing
platform. Prolific helps reach out to individuals from different backgrounds and with different native languages,
which can be an important factor when evaluating CA
conversations made in English. We used the platform’s
pre-screening tool to limit the participants to those with
an approval rate of at least 95%, at least 50 previous submissions, and excluded the participants of the first iteration from the second.

5. Results

accurate. As language cues between personalities can
overlap, which can lead to, for example, Low E being misinterpreted as High C, section three of the questionnaire
could prove difficult to get accurate results in.
40 participants were recruited, 20 for each iteration.
3 participants were replaced for timing out or failing to
answer the control question. The average age of participants was 27.23 years (SD = 7.49). 24 were female, 16
male. 31 of the participants came from Europe, with Portugal and The United Kingdom being the most presented
countries, with 7 participants for each. The remaining
participants came from North America (4), South America (2), Africa (2), and Asia (1). English was the first
language for 10 participants. The participants were paid
6.70USD/hr for the first iteration and 9.24USD/hr for the
second iteration, with an average response time of 12min
11s and 10min 52s, respectively.
We now introduce the results of the first iteration for
each section, the changes the responses elicited us to
conduct, and finally, the results after the second iteration
round.

5.1. First Iteration
The first two sections of the validation questionnaire
rated the language cues and the overall conscientiousness/extroversion of three sets of conversations. To validate the language cues, we used the simple majority
voting system, i.e., results where the correct answer is
the most selected option are deemed sufficient. Only
the language cue ”dissatisfaction” for Extroversion set
3 resulted under this threshold, with 7/20 participants
unsure and 6/20 correct.
For the Likert-style items, we visually inspected the
distribution of answers, presented in Figure 3 and Figure
4. We then analyzed the differences between Low and
High personality variants using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum
test, and all the variants were significantly different on
the .005 confidence level, full results presented in Table
2.
In section three of the questionnaire, we asked participants to validate individual messages of the conversation
and select the personality type from all of the five possible options, including ’Neutral / I’m not sure.’ Each
personality has three messages to be evaluated, for a
total of twelve messages. The results are presented in
Table 1. Again, we used a simple majority to validate the
results. Low E was most often selected as High C (21/60)
and as Low E only 13/60 times. Low C was mistaken for
High C 17/60 times and correctly selected 21/60 times.

Creating exact and universally perceived types of personalities can be difficult. Interpreting and rating more 5.1.1. Modifications
obscure language cues such as ”Impulsive” and ”Vague”
After the first iteration, Low C and High C were not as
can vary for each individual. Rating the overall condistinct from each other as we had hoped. In the Low
scientiousness or extroversion should prove to be more

Table 1
Validation of the individual conversation messages. Each of the 20 participants responded to 12 multiple choice questions
where each of the four options was correct three times (3x20=60). NA indicates the ”I don’t know / I am not sure” answer.
Grey indicates the ’correct’ answer.

Low Conscientiousness
High Conscientiousness
Low Extroversion
High Extroversion

Iteration #1
Low C High C
21
17
3
41
9
21
10
9

Low E
6
5
13
7

High E
12
9
6
30

NA
4
2
11
4

Iteration #2
Low C High C
31
5
2
46
13
17
9
7

Low E
10
0
16
8

High E
13
9
8
31

NA
1
9
6
5

Figure 3: Results for the conscientiousness of the conversation sets in the first section of the validation for both iterations.
The figure shows the proportion of the participants rating the conversation set neutral (4) in the center, and low (1-3) and high
(4-7) conscientious on left and right, respectively. We can see that the changes made to the conversation scripts have improved
the scores on all three sets.

C script, the language cues for ’vague’ and ’negativity’
were strengthened. For example, Low C’s message, ”And
what do you think about the stuff I told you about right
now? Would it harm you to try it or was I being helpful?”
was given an opening line: ”Finally we continue.
For High C personality, we increased the ’insightful’
and ’informativeness’ language cues. The result was a
more proactive personality that gives the users more
suggestions. For the High C literature self-help message,
the part ”If you read at least a couple of books per month,
that would be really beneficial for you, and if you read even
more, then that would be great!” was added.
We did not make any significant changes to the extro-

version scripts. Some of the individual messages were
often confused with High C, and the ’dissatisfaction’ language cue was not paired with Low E as much as we had
hoped, so we ended up making minor changes to that
language cue. As an example, in ”Honestly, the best ways
to deal with low mood are the ones you derive pleasure from.
Unfortunately only you know what those are. What excites
you? Try doing those things.” the ending was changed to
”... derive pleasure from. Don’t ask me what that is, none
knows those but you. Perhaps you could try to also talk to
your friends if you enjoy that kind of thing?”.

Figure 4: Results for the extroversion sets on the second section of the validation for both iterations. The figure shows the
proportion of the participants rating the conversation set neutral (4) in the center, and low (1-3) and high (4-7) extroverted on
left and right, respectively. No notable changes were reported for high extroversion, but low extroversion got worse results on
the second iteration.
Table 2
Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests for differences between low and high variants of the evaluated personality traits (Conscientiousness,
Extroversion).

Conscientiousness Iteration #1
Conscientiousness Iteration #2
Extroversion Iteration #1
Extroversion Iteration #2

5.2. Second Iteration

Set 1
W
14
6.5
3.5
17

p
<.005
<.0005
<.0005
<.0005

Set 2
W
11.5
3
2
11

p
<.005
<.0005
<.0005
<.0005

Set 3
W
12
14
4.5
18

p
<.0005
<.0005
<.0005
<.005

The language cues for extroversion showed some variance in accuracy compared to the first iteration but were
After the changes, we conducted the second iteration of
still mostly correct. The only incorrect language cue was
the validation. The changes made to the conversation
’Realism’ for extroversion set 1. The Likert-style items
script significantly improved the distinction between conshow the actual improvements, as even though Low E
scientiousness sets 1 and 2, as shown in Figure 3. Again,
set 2 was rated higher on the extroversion scale (even up
using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test there was a significant
to scores of 7) than on iteration 1, the difference between
difference in set 2 (p < .05, W = 125) when comparing
Low E and High E was clear for all three question sets in
between iterations, but not for set 1 (p = .30, W = 69).
both iterations (as can be seen in Figure 4).
Regardless, the visual inspection for set 1 indicated the
The third section’s results can be seen in Table 1. While
separation between Low C and High C was more clear
the iteration did help with Low E, it was still often conin iteration 2. Overall, the distinction between Low C
fused with High C.
and High C was now effectively communicated in the
Overall, after the second iteration, we can see significonversation script.
cant improvements in the validation. We especially man-

aged to improve the distinction between the conscienThe next step for our generated CAs is to evaluate how
tiousness personality types.
their different personalities are perceived by individuals
that are either seeking or could consider mental health
5.3. Outlier Responses and Challenges of help using self-help methods. We will also consider how
the two scales correspond to the individual’s own perBig Five
sonality. Before moving on, we plan on validating the
The use of the Big Five characteristics has seen critique neutral conversation to make sure it is actually perceived
regarding their use for generalization, especially for more as the neutral option on the two scales.
vague traits such as neuroticism. The conception of the
traits can vary from person to person, even for the more 6.1. Limitations
obvious traits, such as those used in our design; extroversion and conscientiousness. 11 out of the 40 participants The use of Big Five personality traits for analysis can
had one (or in some cases more than one) response which be influenced by cultural or language-based differences
significantly differed from the general consensus, e.g., rat- between study participants. We did not observe any such
ing both options as high on a scale, or rating High C as differences according to the country of origin or first
Low C and vice versa. Clearly, in some cases, personal language of our study participants.
perception of what is considered, for example, conscientious behavior, can alter results in studies like ours.
7. Conclusion
Big Five has been critiqued for its traits to be perceived
differently according to different cultural upbringing or This paper presented the design and validation processes
different language skills (first languages) for studies based of the created CA personalities to be used in future studon lexical analysis. However, we did not observe any sig- ies. We found the low and high variants to be easily
nificant influence of country of origin or first language distinguishable from each other, but there are difficulties
on the outliers.
when choosing between extroversion and conscientious-

6. Discussion and Future Work
Our work aims to expand on previous research, e.g.,
Heudin et al. [12] showing increased performance of
multi-personality CAs. Improving the user experience
and making self-help tools more available could increase
individuals’ mental health well-being considerably. To
pair the user with the CA best matching their desired
traits and personality, we need to consider ways to match
and adapt the CA depending on the user, which has been
done for extroversion-based agents [27]. Our work focuses on the mental health self-help context and expands
with consideration of the conscientiousness personality
trait.
One of the key factors when designing personalities is
consistency [26]. Identifying both low and high variants
of conscientiousness and extroversion proved reliable.
Cultural and language differences can lead to a different
understanding of language cues, and especially for lexical
analysis, the use of Big Five has received its share of
critique [46]. Ultimately, one could ask, ”Do we know
whose idea of conscientiousness has been encoded into this
CA?” - and from an individual’s perspective, the language
used by a CA could be accurate for one but misleading
for others. A number of our Prolific workers stood out,
but overall a vast majority were very much in agreement
in assessing the CAs. However, careful consideration for
cultural and language backgrounds should be considered
in the future.

ness as several language cues are shared. Changes in the
conversations improved the results. Further validation,
including validation of the neutral personality, will be
conducted before the next step in our research.
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A. Detailed information on the
language cues used
Table 3
Language cues used in the personality design, derived from
the work of Mairesse [14]. Some of the language cues are
shared between different personality traits.
Low Conscientiousness
Less perspective
Less careful
More vague
Few positive affect
Many exclusive words (eg. but, without)
Many causation words
Few insight words
Many frequent words
Impulsive
Informal
Many references to friends
Many disfluencies, filler words
Many negations
Many swear words
Shorter words
Many negative emotion words
Few positive emotion words

High Conscientiousness
More perspective
Checks that information is conveyed correctly
Straight to the point
Some positive affect
Few exclusive words
Few causation words
Many insight words
Few frequent words
Not impulsive
Formal
Few disfluencies, filler words
Few negations
Few references to friends
Few swear words
Longer words
Few negative emotion words
Many positive emotion words

Low Extroversion
Single topic
Realism
Problem talk
Dissatisfaction
Non symphatetic
Eloborated constructions
Few conjucations
Many unfilled pauses
Rich vocabulary
Strict selection
Formal language
Negative emotion words
Few words related to humans
Many uses of although
Many nouns, adjectives, prepositions
Many tentative words
Many negations
Few swear words
Longer words

High Conscientiousness
Many topics, higher verbal output
Exaggeration
Pleasure talk
Agreement and compliment
Sympathetic, concerned about heared
Simple constructions
Many conjucations
Few unfilled pauses
Poor vocabulary
Think out loud
Informal language
Positive emotion words
Many words related to humans
Few uses of although
Many verbs, adverbs, pronouns
Few tentative words
Few negations
Many swear words
Shorter words

